Find the Planets gallery
When Astronaut George goes into space,
just like a scientist he wants to find out more
about each of the planets.

Put on our scientists jacket and use the
magnifying glasses to explore the planets gallery.

How many planets are there?

Astronaut George Trail
Astronaut George is travelling
around our Solar System looking
for samples that he can bring home,
but he has run out of magic words
to get his rocket to work…

Can you help Astronaut
George get home safely?

What colour is Neptune?

At the end of the gallery find the
meteorite samples using the magnet
which one is magnetic?

Using our trail, look around the galleries to help
you train to become a great astronaut just like
George, complete questions and find out more
about space.

Try the space costumes in each
of the galleries but please put them
back on the rails before you make
your way to the next gallery.

Find the Orbiting Earth Gallery
Find the giant Earth. When
Astronaut George is in space
he can see a view of the Earth
looks a little like this.

Draw the earth here

What shape
is the Earth?
This is the same shape as the
Moon and the stars in space.

Find the astronaut glove box
		
(it is opposite the object in the picture)
Put your hands in the gloves
and try to put the blocks together.

Find the Exploring the Universe gallery
Astronaut George has travelled to many amazing places in space
where there are many different types and colours of stars.

From the Earth, Astronaut George can see many
stars in space, they make him want to explore.
Why not try out the costumes and shine like a star?

Find the Into Space Gallery
Look at the space suits in this gallery.
These are what astronauts wear when they are
in space; they help to protect them on their journey.

Try our black hole and imagine travelling through space

Can you find our stardust wall,
what objects can you spot?

Can you find the astronaut dressing up box?
Can you dress like an astronaut?
Imagine putting on big boots over the top of
your suit and thick gloves as well.
Now with your adult, sit in the Columbus module and
imagine you are on a trip up into space just like Astronaut
George. You will need to count down to get the rocket to
work, are you ready? 5…4…3…2…1

Can you find this?
What is it?

Travelling around these stars
could be planets like our
Earth and maybe on one
there might even be aliens.

What kind of
alien are you?

Try our dressing up box
to dress up like an alien.
Draw your alien here

